
Institutional Distinctiveness

1. Sanjivani Rural Education Society was established in the year 1983. The dream of founder
member  was  to  make  use  of  Engineering  &  Technology,  the  principal  instrument  of
economic development to improve the quality of life of people through Education, Training
and Research. We are committed to the development of technical human resources towards
Socio-economic growth of rural India for global competitiveness. The institute embrace the
presence  on  global  level.  With  strong  network  of  alumni  based  in  all  over  the  world,
Sanjivani College of engineering is excellent educational brand. Transforming rural masses
in global competitive citizen is the philosophy of the institute. 

2. To provide quality education, the institute has state of the art infrastructure, well equipped
laboratories,   and Wi-Fi campus with a broadband capacity of 120 Mbps speed and qualified
experienced faculty members and staff. 

3. A separate training and placement department is looking after the requirement of industry
and is continuously in efforts to arrange expert talks and training to enhance the placement.
Institute has foreign collaborations with foreign universities. Foreign faculties regularly visit
the institute to share their knowledge and experience, unity in diversity is celebrated in the
institute.

4. A unique  activity  named  Mentorship  program is  conducted.  Every  student  is  allotted  a
mentor in first year; ancient classical mantra of guru shishya is followed where the mentor
will  guide  the  mentee  throughout  the  academic  journey  in  the  institute.  To  build  the
relationship  between  mentor  and  mentee  and  involve  both  parties  meeting  regularly  to
exchange ideas, discuss progress and set goals for further development.

5. The  institute  has  received  many  prestigious  awards  such  as  “Best  college  award”  from
Savitribai  Phule  Pune  University  in  2015,  “Brand  Excellence  Award”  from  leading
Newspaper  Lokmat  in  the  year  2016,  Outstanding  Engineering  Institute  West  award  by
Karnataka leading Newspaper VIJAYAVANI in the year 2016, Magazine award continuously
4th time by Savitribai Phule Pune University, 56th all India rank in the survey of Outlook
magazine in June 2016. The institute is  ISO 9001-2015 Certified and received academic
autonomy from University Grant Commission (UGC) from the academic year 2019-20

6. SANJIVANI MY STORY BOARD – It is initiative where Sanjivani Alumni are invited for
guest lectures, students get to hear about the struggle after college and also tips on how to
make themselves ready for competition.

7. SANJIVANI I-Connect Lecture series- A series of talk is arranged, top executives are invited
from the industry.

8. Sanjivani Rural education society’s College of Engineering, Kopargaon has been approved as
a RESOURCE Centre for the Spoken Tutorials promoted by IIT, Bombay in association with
Ministry  of  Human  Resource  Development,  Govt.  of  India  part  of  National  Mission  on
Education through ICT( NMEICT). We are the first among the colleges in Maharashtra State
to receive this status. 


